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Included in this summary analysis of three journal
articles and two documents on teacher evaluation are reports that
touch on difficulties facing school officials in developing a teacher
evaluation system and suggestions for assessing the strengths and
weaknesses of an evaluation system. The first article, by Susan S.
Stodolsky, challenges evaluation methods that rely on classroom
observation alone and emphasizes the importance on the entire
instructional context. The second, a document written by Rand
Corporation researchers, concludes from a study of four exemplary
school districts that the teacher evaluation process is inseparable
from the school district's larger orgzlizational context. The three
remaining selections focus on practical aspects of implementing a
teacher evaluation system. In his guide, Thomas L. McGreal identifies
nine "commonalities" of effective systems that support his conviction
that evaluation should help, rather than judge, teachers. Taking the
position that some form of summative evaluation is nonetheless needed
for making personnel decisions, James Raths and Eallie Preskill offer
recommendations to guide administrators thr-iugh the task of teaching
staff assessrent. Because of the potential legal implications brought
with any personnel decision, the final selection by Donovan Peterson
provides guidelines for ensuring that a teacher evaluation system
will withstand judicial scrutiny. (CJE)
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acher Evaluatio
Thomas L Ellis

he current educational
reform movement has
thrown a spotlight on
teacher competency leading

policy makers to pursue a variety
of measures ranging from merit
pay and career ladders to tenure
review and mandatory dismissal
Of thOSe teachers Who are demon-
strablyincOmpetent. Ali such prop-
osals inevitably underscore the
need for an effective, reliable, arid
legally defensible system of teacher
eValuation.

Teacher evaluation need not be
What it too often becomes; an essen-
tially Meaningless formality re-
garded with suspicion and even
contempt by teachers and ag frtiS:
trating by superv15ors. Moreover. it
does not have to be a source of
Co:intention betwen teachers and
adininiStrators. If a teacher evalua-
tion system is reseiarch-based.
designed to improve instruttion .

and approached with a cooperative
attitude by all parties it can be an
effective and dynamic agent for
ethicational renewal.

In deVeloping a teacher evalua-
tion system school officials must
confront two fundamental diffictil=
ties: The first is that no completely
objective approach to assessing
teacher performance has ever been
found (though in recent years

Thomas 1. Ellis. Ph.D.; is a researth
an4lySt and writer at the ERIC Clearing-
house on Educational Management.
University of Oregon.

researchers have been making
gains on this problem). Indeed, it
has become axiomatic that the
more explicit or standardized the
-criteria become, the less valid they
are for assessing a particular
teacher's effectiVehess.

The other problem is that the two
major purposes of teacher evahla-
tionhelping teachers to become
better at thdr job and providing a
basis for making personnel deci-
siOnsare_tiStrally perceived as
being at odds with each other.
Effective formative evaluation re-
quires a relationship marked by
mutual trust between teachers and
supervisors. Yet such a relationship
iS hardly Possible if the teacher
feels that the evaluation process
may lead to an adVerse personnel
decision or if the superviSor fears
that such a decision may lead to a
court suit

Five recent reports that touch on
theSe difficulties provide useful
guidelines for aSSeSsing the
strengths and WeakileSses of just
about any school's teacher evalua-
tion system: The first, by Susan S.
Stodolsky; challenges the validity of
eValuation methods that rely on
ClatSr-dbiti obServation alone and
emphasiteS the importance of
looking at the Whole tontekt of
instruction (subject matter and
activity structure as they relate to

teaching style) when evaluating
teacher performance.

In the second, several Rand Cor-
poration researcherS COncluded
frnm thetr cnirly nf fruit- exemplary
school districts that the teacher
evaluation process is_ inseparable
from the larger organizational
context of the school district. Find-
ings from the study suggest that
organizational commitment and
staff_involvement are essential fOr
effective teacher evaluation, regard=
less of the methods used;

The remaining three selections
focuson practical aspects of imple-
menting a teacher evaluation sys-
tem. In his comprehenSiVe guide
based on extensive experiente.
Thomas L. McGreal identifies nine
"commonalities" of effective sys-
temaall inkeeping with his convic-
tion that the primary purpose of
evaluation should be tri help. rather
than to judge, teachers.

Turning to the propositiOn that
some form of summative ev-Iluation
is nonetheless needed for making
personnel decisions. dames Raths
and Hãllie Preskill offer some re-
commendations to gUide admin's-
trators through the delicate task r f
deciding which members of the
teaching staff are excellent, satis=
factory; or incompetent.

Because any personnel decision
based on teacher evaluation is
fraught with potentiallegal trou-
bles, the filial selectiOn by PeterSon
offers practical guidelines for en-
suring that a teacher evaluation
system will withstand judicial
scrutiny.

a
Prepared by ERIC Clearinghouse
on Educational Manigeibent
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Stodolsky, Susan S.
"reathet Evatuatibn:

LoOk-
ing."Educationad Researcher
13; 9 (November 1984); 11-
18. EJ 309 391.
Most teacher evaluations rest on

a few direct observatiOns, usually
unspecified as to situatiOn. The
basic assumption is that effective
teaching can be reduced to a set of
generalized behaviors that are
consistent across teaching situa-
tions and occasions.

Stodolsky challenges thiS aS:
sumption. Wielding both concep-
tual argumentsand empirical data,
she shows that the effectiveness of
any teaching style or behavior
depends on the context in which
the teaching takes place. Hence.
eValuatiOnS baSed On a sitio
nun-thee of classroom observations
cannot do justice_to the range of
teaching behaviors skills; and
arrangements used for different
purposes by teachers. particularly
at the elementary level.

Stodolsky proposes a flexible

AbOtit ERIC
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"activity structure" approach. tied
to subject matter and curriculum,.
as a more accurate characterization
of elementary school teaching. The
evaluator assesses how appropriate
the teaching Style and approach are
to the subject matter at hand and
to the skill level of the students. To
do this, the evaluator must describe
how activities are structured; who
is present, how long the activity
laSts, and what its instructional
purpose or format is.

The unit of analysis in this
methOd is not the usual random
selectibti Of different clasSes, but
rather what Stodolsky labels "activ-
ity segments:" Each activity seg-
ment comprises a particular set of
instructional formats, particip-
ants. materials, behavioral expecta-
tions and goals. and time bound-
aries. The evaluator takes all of
these variables into account in
determining the appropriateness
or effectiveness of any given In-
structional strategy. Such an ap-
proach does justice, it is pointed
out, to the nature of teaching as a
context-bound activity.

A Study Of fifth-grade math and
social StUdiet Classes in Chicago
tested Stodolsky's proposed ap-
proach; The findings_ indicate that
one should expect systematic vari-
ation in teach ing and instructional
arrangements, not consistency.
The Sante teachers teaching the
same children in the same physical
setting_used very different inStrUc=
tional arrangements as they
switched from math to social
studies. Mathematics instruction
proved to be_homogeneous within
and attOSS elaSSrdbtriS, Whereas
social StUdieS instruction tharat:
teristically tends to be diverse.
Stodolsky proceeds to describe in
detail three key features of the
activity segments studied: instruc-
tional format, pacing, and cognitive
leVel.

The data indicate that elementary
school teachers are essentially
generalists who create a broad
repertoire of organizational and
pedagogical arrangements. Thus
assumptions of internal consis-
tency made in COnfitetkin With
teacher evaluation procedures
must seriously be questioned.
Stodolsky therefore concludes that

evaluators should examlne teach-
ing within an overall contexttak -
ing into account the subject mat ter
and the structure and purpose ol
classroom activitiesrather than
simply tdentifyin the presence or
absence of a list of eaching "be-
haviors"judged to be desirable. She
concedes, however, that SUCh
complex and extensive task for the
study of teachers and teaching will
not win easy converts:

Wise, Arthur E;; and
others; Teacher
Evaluation: A Study

ofEffective Practices. Santa
Monica, Califoi-nia: Rand
Corootation. spotioted_by
the NatiOnal: IhStitute of
Edueation. Washington.
DC; June 1984; 101 pages.
ED 246 559.
Teathei- 6/Alija-Hon:dues not_

occur in a Vatinith. Wise and his
colleagues note: it iS ShAped
organizational. political, and in-
structional context in which _it
takes place. So how do these contex-
tual factors influence the quality of
teacher evaluation programs? To
find out. the Rand Corporatitin
conducted case studies in ftitir
school_ districts with highly effec-
tive. but very differmt, teacher
evaluation programs: Salt Lake
City. Utah: Lake Washington;
Washingttin: Greenwich, Connec-
ticut: and Toledo. Ohiti. Despite
their varying approaches, certain
common characteristics set these
systems apart from less successful
ones.

The_ first common factor was
organizational commitmentthe
will ingness of the districts' top-level
leadership to devote adequate time,
personnel, and institutional re-
sources to teacher evaluation: The
second common factor was the
recognized competence of the
evaluattirs in making judgments
and recommendations, coupled
with mechanisms-for crciss-verifita=
tion of their accuracy.

Third; in all these districts the
teachers and administrators col-
laborated to develop a common
understanding of the processes_ to
be used in the evaluation and the

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
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goalsiinvolved:Fourth: the evalua-
tion process and support systems
were compatible with each _other
and with the district's overall goals
and organizational context.

PithapS the theist significant
finding to emerge from this_study
is the Importance of teacher partici-
pation in developing and carrying
out the evaluation process. The_
authors recommend that school
districts involve expert teachers in
peer support and assistance, that
they involve teacher organizations
in the design and oversight phases.
and that they adopt a professional
(as opposed to bureauc_ratic) ap-
proach to evaluation. Teachers
should be held accountable not to
arbitrary and hierarchically en-
forced criteria. they note. but rather
to constant ly evolving standards of
practice developed by consensus
among the teachers themselves.

MeGital, Thomas L.
suetefill Teathet

Alekah-
dria. Virginia: Association
for Supervision and Cur-
riculum Development.
1983. 175 pages. ED 236
776.
Thomas McGreal has worked

with some 300 school districts and
75;000 supervisors and teachers
around the country to build local
teacher evaluation systems. In
keeping with his conviction that
teacher evaluation should be tail-
cited to the specific_needs of local_
dist rict s, McGreal does not attempt
to "sell" one approach or another.
Rather. he organizes his book
around eight "commonalities" of
effective practiceS.

The firSt three commonalities
constitute the framework for build-
ing a teacher evaluation system: an
appropriate attitude; an evaluation
model attuned to the desired pur-
pose. and the separation Of ad=
miniStratiVe and Sup-etc/St:4y 13-e:
havior. Evaluation. MeGreal in-
sists. should serveprimarily to help
teachers become more effective
rather than to obtain documenta-
tion for personnel decisions. Sys-
tems that emphaSiiedetcitintability
tend tb promott hostility between
teat/lets and administrators, he

says. whereas systems geared to
improving instruction will cultivate
mutual trust while still providing
adequate information for assessing
minimum competence when such
assessment becomes necessary.

The next four commonalities are
grouped as "focusing activities."
The first is goal-setting as a
cooperative activity between
teacher and supervisor. Evaluation
criteria that result from cooperative
goal setting are more likely to fit the
teacher's needs and methods,
McG real notes. whereas the alterna-
tiveimposition of criteria by the
supervisorforces all teachers to
conform to an artificial standard.
Cooperation also fosters mutual
trust in the supervisory relation-
Ship.

Second. McGreal emphasizes the
need for a common framework and
a similar set of definitions about
teaching from which to work.
Third. to accommodate time con-
straintS. he StiggeStS tWO WayS tb
inereaSe the reliability of classroom
observations: (1) narrowing the
range of things to look for in accord-
ance with previously established
goals; and (2)_ increasing the
amount of information assembled
hy the evaluator prior to the obser7
vation. McGreal also advocates the
use of alternative sources of data to
supplement classroom observa-
tions. These can includtself-evalu-
ation; peer evaluation, parent
eValiiatiOn, Student eValtiatiOn.
student performance, and collec-
tion of such instructional artifacts
as studyguides; homework assign-
ments, and tests; All these ap-
proaches; he notes, require a close
working relationShip betWeen
teachers and supervisors.

The final section focuses on
training the staff and starting the
system; As McGreal points out; the
effectiveness of any evaluation
system depends on the amount of
training received by_ the particip-
ants=including both teachers and
supervisorsin the skills and
knowledge necessary to implement
the system and effectively maintain
it. An appropriate training pro-
gram. he says, shot:11d include
goal-setting skills for both super-
visors and teachers, theoretical
and practical training in the

selected teaching focus. explatia:
tion and practice in the use of
student descriptive data and ar-
tifact collectiom and classroom
observation and conference skills
tor supervisors.

Ratchs, James, and
H_allie Preskilk
"Re§eatth Synthesis

Summative Evaluation
of Teaching:" Fducation-al
Leadership 39. 4 (January
1982). 310-13. EJ257910.
Most educators agree that the

primary aim of teacher evaluation
should be tb improve instruction.
NeVertheleSS, Sehbol districts still
need a reliable basis on which to
make decisions on tenure; promo-
tion; reassignment or dismissal;
For this reason; teacher evaluation
systems need not only to help
teachers improve, but also provide
a basis for judging their perfor-
mance. Raths and Preskill provide
some clear thinking on this sum-
mative (as opposed to formative)
dimension of teacher evaluation.

Judgment of teaching oei-for=
mance is inescapably a subjective
process, the authors believe. since
objective or measurable standards
do not exist for the various aspects
of teaching performance; Accord-
ingly; some evaluators tend to
emphasize tangible_patterns, Stith
as instructional techniques.
teacher behavior, and lesson plan-
nirig. Others emphasize such in-
tangible qualities as cooperation;
professionalism; and other general
character traits. Whatever stan-
dards they stress. the authors say.
eValtiatOr8 must be able to COM-
municate clearly the rationale
behind theirludgments to
teachers; school boards; or courts.

Raths and Preskill describe two
general approaches to summative
evaluation. The 'atithriletic" ap7-
proach involves assigning quan-
titative values to relevant dimen-
sions of instruction; weighting
them for importance; rating
teachers on each dimension. and
then tallying the score. This prott=
dure is popular. they note. b-etaUe
it confers the appearaLce of otjec-
tiviqr_ or: an essentially subjective
process;
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The holistic approach involves
summary assessments made by
one or more evaluators and based
on all available information. De-
spite the seeming objectivity of
quantitative values, the authors
say studies have shown that holis-
tic judgments about teaching have
more predictive validity than do
arithmetic approaches.

Three methods are descrihtd for
making holistic judgments: (I) a
balloting system based on paired
comparisons in which teachers are
ranked from most effective to least:
(2) a relative rating of teachers on
a I to 5 basil. with 3 denoting the
norm. and (3) the application of a
similar five-point relative scale to a
breakdown of separate teaching
skills and behaviors.

The authors conclude that the
inevitably subjective and impress-
ionistic nature of summative evalu-
ation can best be controlled by
"triangulation" procedures,
whereby judgments are made by
several evaluatorsincluding both
supervisors and peers--and then
cross-referenced.

Peterson, Donovan.
"Legal and Ethical
Issues of Teacher

Evaluation: A Research-
Based Approach: Educa-
tional Reseal-th QUatterly
7; 4 (Winter 1983); 6-16;
EJ 284 820.
Use of teacher evaluation for

-.11.
personnel decisions necessarily
has legal ramifications. In numer-
ous court cases, teachers have
challenged dismissals on grounds
that administrators used unsound
criteria or procedures to obtain
evidence of incompetence.

Peterson's guide covers the legal
issues that pertain to the design
and plausibility of teicher evalua-
tion systems. He offers helpful
guidelines on such issues as due
process, discrimination, validity,
reliability, high and low inference
variables, representative observa-
tion of teacher behavior, research-
based variables as opposed to those
that are cons -nsus-based, and
number and length of obs?.rvations.

The test of validity, for example,
assesses whether teacher evalua-
tion criteria are job-related and
whether evaluation systems actu-
ally measure the attributes they
claim to measure. Reliability refers
to the consistency of judgments
over time among separate obser-_
vers. A variable is rated as being of
high or low inference, depending
on the degree of personaljudgment
an observer must apply to deter-
mine the presence or absence of the
attritmte for which the teacher is
being rated, and its quality. High
inference variables tend to lack
reliability. Peterson says, whereas
low inference variablesspecific
and measurable behaviorstend
to lack validity in distinguishing
between effective and ineffective
teaching.

Peterson suggests that schools

adopta three!level evaluation sys-
tem. The first level, applying to the
majority of experienced teachers,
would consist of formative evalua-
tion alonefor example; peel and
self-evaluations, goal-setting, and
an annual conference with .1.5: !per- -
visor.

The second level would be for iiew
teachers and those identified as
perhaps needing improvement.
The emphasis isstill on the forma-
tive but involves several observa-
tions by trained observers to iden-
tify problems and develop remedia-
tion strategies.

The third level, sum mative evaln-
ation, woii.d be used only on
teachers judged to be incompetent:
Here documentation becomes ;in-
portant; along with judgmertt by
more than one person and ample
proVision for remediation and
assistance. By restricting summ
tive evaluation to 'borderline"
cases; schools simultaneously
reduce the potential for legal chal-
lenges and concentrate their re-
sources for adequate documenta-
tion in the event of such challenges.
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